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SU(4) Heterotic Compactification:

V , G = SU(4)
“slope” stable

D = 6X, “Schoen” CY 

W , F = Z3 � Z3

R4

N = 1 SUSY

G = SU(4)� E8 � Spin(10)

R4 Theory Gauge Group:

Choose the               Wilson lines to be Z3 � Z3

�T3R = eiYT3R
2�
3 , �B�L = eiYB�L

2�
3



where
2(H1 + H2 + H3) = 3(B � L)YB�L =

H4 + H5 = 2(Y � 1
2
(B � L)) = 2T3RYT3R =

arise “naturally” and is called the “canonical basis”. ⇒
Spin(10)� SU(3)C � SU(2)L� U(1)T3R � U(1)B�L

R4 Theory Spectrum:

nr = (h1(X, UR(V ))�R)Z3�Z3 .⇒ of quarks/leptons3 families 

and 1 pair of Higgs-Higgs conjugate fields

under



That is



We can prove a theorem that

Wilson Line Breaking:

�1

�
X/(Z3 � Z3)

�
= Z3 � Z3⇒ 2 independent classes of 

non-contractible curves. ⇒ each Wilson line has a mass scale 
M�T3R

,M�B�L . Three possibilities

M�T3R
�M�B�L

, M�B�L > M�T3R
M�T3R

> M�B�L,

There are many pairs of  U(1)XU(1) generators with these two
properties--such as . So why have we chosen the canonical
basis? Answer--kinetic mixing.

We begin by considering the two sequential breaking patterns.
.



●

For specificity, we examine the left-right model sequence.



MI

MB�L

V

�̃ ⇒ U(1)T3R � U(1)B�L � U(1)Y

SU(3)C � SU(2)L � U(1)Y MSSM with⇒
, ,

(= MZ� =
�

2 |m�̃ |)

��̃� spontaneously breaks R � parity

Third family sneutrino:

m2
�̃ = �|m�̃ |2

R = (�1)3(B�L)+2s � R|�̃ = �1�



MB�L

MSUSY �
�

t̃1t̃2

MEW �MZ = 91.2GeV

mh0

⇒

= 125.36± 0.82 GeV

leading log improved version of

> 2.5 TeV



We will enforce gauge coupling unification using the experimental

determine both MI, �u in terms of MSUSY and MB�L

values at MEW . This allows us to 

For example, in the left-right case taking

andMu .

⇒



In addition, we will enforce that all sparticle masses exceed their

present experimental bounds. These are given by

Finally, we will require that the physical Higgs mass be within 2�

of the ATLAS measured value. That is,

mh0 = 125.36± 0.82 GeV



Of more than 100 soft SUSY breaking dimensionful parameters,  
experimental constraints, such as flavor changing neutral currents,

reduce the number to 24.  We will statistically scatter all 24
at      around a chosen “average” mass M.MI

That is,

for m = msoft, Mgaugino, Acubic
M

f
< m < Mf

M and f are chosen as follows.

initial massive parameters

for some dimensionless number f

We

.



The result is

The number a valid accessible points is maximized approximately at

M = 2.7 TeV , f = 3.3

which we use henceforth.



We first consider the prevalence of B-L symmetry breaking. 
Defining

which determine this breaking, we find



B-L symmetry breaking with⇒ MZ� > 2.5 TeV is abundant and
does not require universal soft masses or other special choices of 

the intital parameters. For example

show the largest and smallest amount of splitting of the initial soft
masses leading to physically acceptable B-L breaking (as well as

satisfying all other physical constraints).



“Main Scan”:  Choose M = 2.7 TeV , f = 3.3 and scan
10,000,000 points ⇒

• break U(1)3R � U(1)B�L � U(1)Y

• break SU(2)L � U(1)Y � U(1)EM with MZ = 91.2 GeV

58,096 points

with MZ� > 2.5 TeV 919,117 points

722,750 points

276,676 points

• mh0 = 125.36± 0.82 GeV

• satisfy all sparticle lower mass bounds



One can analyze the mass spectrum over the 58,096 acceptable 
(black) points. For example

Note that ⇒ Z � is potentially observable 
at the LHC.  Although statistically the largest number of left-handed
sleptons have mass of order 2.5 TeV,  they can be < 500GeV.

2.5 TeV < MZ� < 6 TeV



For a given acceptable point, one can calculate and plot the 
sparticle spectrum. For example 

.

(a)

and (b) have a neutralino and admixture stop LSP respectively.(a)

(b)



The phenomenologically acceptable vacua can have different LSP’s.

Statistically, over the 58,096 good points we find

These include B̃, �̃, �̃ , t̃, . . . . Note that they now can be charged 

and colored since they decay sufficiently quickly due to RPV 

interactions.



with mixing angle 0 < �t < 90� .  Generically, t̃1 decays via RPV

interactions as a “leptoquark” ⇒

The left and right stops diagonalize to mass eigenstates mt̃1 < mt̃2

Some low energy “physics”: 

Pick black points with a stop LSP.

For an “admixture” LSP , the dominant channel is(�t � 80�)



Conclusion:  The VEV of the right-handed third-family sneutrino

b) Majorana masses for the neutrinos via a “see-saw” mechanism.

a) The partial widths of the stop LSP decays via RPV interactions.

⇒

⇒ Relationship between stop LSP decays and the 

neutrino mass hierarchy!

After analyzing the partial widths for the LSP decay under the 

the assumption of “prompt” decays, and the associated neutrino 

mass matrix one determines the following.

Let us analyze the case for an “admixture” stop LSP.  The 

result is



Defining and using 

⇒



Using previous leptoquark searches at the LHC, one can put
lower bounds on the LSP stop. We find that



we found that out of 10 million random points in initial parameter space,
58,096 satisfied all low energy phenomenological constraints.
Various possible LHC signatures were analyzed in detail. Note that

However!

The assumption that is only valid in a restricted region 

of moduli space.  A far more general analysis would require

M�T3R
�M�B�L

�
� MU

�

M�B�L > M�T3R

⇒

Summary: under the assumption of a left-right  M�B�L > M�T3R
interval,



We now carry out this analysis. Note that the gauge couplings

no longer unify. For example, for a “valid” point below

⇒ Henceforth, we statistically scatter the 24 soft supersymmetry

parameters in the same range 
�M

f
,Mf

�
M = 2.7 TeV , f = 3.3where

at the average “unification” scale .

The results are subjected to all the same phenomenological 
constraints.



that out of 10 million random initial points in SUSY breaking parameter 

space, all points that break B-L symmetry with 

Again, we can plot our results in a two-dimensional space. We find

MB�L > 2.5 TeV are

Of these, there are 44,884 “valid” black points that satisfy all

phenomenological requirements.



Phenomenologically “valid” black points arise from a wide range of 
initial conditions. For example

⇒ No special initial conditions--such as parameter “universality” or

tuning for the Higgs mass-- are required.



The exact sparticle spectrum can be derived for each valid point.

For example, for the two black points just presented, their low

energy spectra respectively are



For each sparticle type, one can present a histogram of its mass
with respect to the 44,884 valid points. For example



Note that various sparticles can be quite light, depending on the 
initial valid point. We can plot a histogram of the “LSP” scanned  
over the black points. We find that

Note that, although most LSP’s are neutralinos, due to R-parity
violation some of the LSP’s can carry electric and color charge
while still being consistent with dark matter.



As always, the “little hierarchy problem” requires fine-tuning of the
µ-parameter. This fine-tuning varies with the choice of initial valid
point and can be expressed statistically as a histogram. We have also 

carried out a similar analysis in the standard MSSM. The results are

(Barbieri-Giudice definition)



String Threshold Corrections:

It is expected that--at string tree level--all four gauge couplings
unify with the dimensionless gravitational coupling

�
8�

GN

��

to a single parameter at a “string unification” scale

is set by the value of the dilaton and is typically of O(1).
Here, for specificity, we use a common value of ⇒

gstring

gstring

This introduces a fourth scaling regime 

• Mstring �MU : The RGEs are now

where .

�string =
gstring

4�
= 0.0389 , Mstring = 3.69� 1017 GeV



Note that the one-loop running couplings no longer exactly unify at
Mstring . Rather, they are “split” by dimensionless threshold effects.
These arise predominantly from massive genus-one string modes

contributing to the correleation function and, hence, to �a .
For each valid black point we can evaluate

Choosing , using these results and the values of 

�string and Mstring given above ⇒ for each phenomenologically

valid point the string thresholds are given by

for .



Evaluating these statistically over the set of valid initial points,

we find



Plotting these in a single histogram gives

It is well-known that each threshold breaks into

where is a “universal” piece independent of the gauge group
and are the moduli dependent  “true” threshold terms for 
each gauge group. The universal piece is difficult to calculate due 
to infrared divergences, but can be calculated using formulas by

Kaplunovsky and Louis. This has not yet been carried out.



To now, the most we have done is to compute the Abelian hypercharge 
coupling using

and the differences

It would be interesting to compute these results from string theory.



Final Property of Simultaneous Wilson lines:

In both the sequential and the simultaneous Wilson lines cases,
we chose the “average” SUSY breaking mass scale to be of 

; that is, “low scale” supersymmetry breaking. Can we raiseO(2.7TeV )

the scale of SUSY breaking to O(1013GeV ) to allow for “split’’ or 
“high scale’’ supersymmetry breaking?

A) For sequential Wilson lines, raising the SUSY scale to even 
Answer:

O(104GeV )widens the “left-right interval” to over three orders of
magnitude. For larger SUSY scale, the calculation breaks down!
B) For simultaneous Wilson lines, however, the SUSY breaking
scale can be raised to an arbitrarily high value, including O(1013GeV ).


